Present: Caitlin Barry; Bill Bickley; Carsten Braun; Heather Bulis; Marijoan Bull; Nick Langone; Ethan Michaud; Vanessa Pilar; Jim Rezzi; Curt Robie; Kyle Slavik.

1. Announcements and Updates.
   - Env Planning Club wants to show An Inconvenient Truth at Green Day event. Nick will coordinate with Bill Bickley.
   - There is the possibility to have informational tables out at Spring Weekend event. Caitlin will get more information.
   - Tuesday speaker Larry Lansburgh is of interest re: env stewardship and learning from indigenous populations in the Amazon.
   - There was a lengthy discussion about what types of products Sodexho uses at speaker events, based on the prior evening’s Jared Diamond talk. Bill Bickley will find out what was used and see if it was bio-degradable materials – in particular the pseudo-champagne glasses used.
   - Evening of 4/09 climate change expert Julie Cole speaking at Mt Holyoke.
   - Concerned Citizens of Russel (anti biofuel facility) are interested in having a table at the Green Day event.
   - Curt reported that the college received $54,000 in grants to test LED lighting in certain places and to retrofit exterior lighting.
   - Carsten will be part of a panel on radio station WRSI on Thursday the 23 April from 8-9am.
   - WSC has completed its documentation and is submitting its GHG inventory to consultants. Once complete it will be available for committee review.
   - Curt reports that WSC is still a member of the ACUPCC although the college did not pay the requested dues.

2. The group reviewed a list of priority actions, generated at the last meeting, for next academic year. Discussion focused on the following ideas:
   - After school programs for elementary-middle school children. Mass PIRG is interested in this. Caitlin also mentioned working with the Boys & Girls Club.
   - Heather mentioned sponsoring a group that has a bio-fuel bus and comes for the day parking the bus and talking about alternative energy and in general, entertaining audiences. She will gather the information.
   - Another suggestion was a workshop called, “Awakening the Dreamer.” Information will be gathered on this also.
   - Vanessa mentioned a New Bedford Rapper who has an environmental theme – she will contact him and get pertinent information.
   - There was talk about a lecture series and ideas were thrown out including state agency heads (EOEEA, MTC), local expertise in living off the grid, etc. Everyone will gather relevant information and we will discuss further.

Meeting adjourned at 5:58pm

Respectfully Submitted,
Marijoan Bull